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A B S T R A C T
A new three-dimensional, finite deformation Cosserat continuum model for the elastic response of uncuredcarbon fibre composites is presented. The new composite process model captures the bending contributionof bundles of fibres at the microscale within a mesoscale continuum description of a composite ply. Thisis achieved by introducing higher-order, independent rotational degrees of freedom into the continuumformulation. This paper demonstrates the inclusion of such mechanics is essential to accurately model variousbending responses induced during typical composite manufacturing processes. This includes large deformationforming, finite strain consolidation and wrinkling (the formation of an unwanted defect). If such mechanics arenot included, the literature demonstrates the resulting finite element solutions have a pathological dependenceon the mesh size. As a result, simulations require users to fit mesh-dependent material parameters, whichlimits confidence in their predictive capabilities. The Cosserat continuum, which can be seen as a form ofthe regularised continuum model, overcomes these challenges. In particular, this paper presents details of thefinite element formulation of the new continuum model within a nonlinear Taylor–Hood Cosserat Element.Implementation details of embedding this new element within the commercial code Abaqus are given, alongsidea series of increasingly complex validation simulations. Notably, the examples include modelling the formationof internal fibre wrinkles and large deformation forming, which involves complex ply-to-ply and tool-to-ply contact. The paper concludes by describing: (1) how the elastic Cosserat model can be integrated intoexisting large deformation process models in the literature. The approach set out readily allows researchers toinclude the important effects of resin flow, cure kinetics and temperature distribution, not considered in thiscontribution, and (2) how it is envisaged that the ply scale model can be naturally scaled up to large laminatescale simulation using mathematical upscaling techniques.. Introduction
.1. Motivating industrial challenge in composite manufacturing and pro-ess modelling
In order to meet demands for increased production rates of com-osite components, manufacturers are forced towards highly automatedroduction processes; of which the most common are Hot Drape or Dou-le Diaphragm Forming (HDF or DDF) and Automated Fibre PlacementAFP). However, such processes come with an increase in the likelihoodf severe manufacturing induced defects (e.g. wrinkles Dodwell, 2015;andhu et al., 2018; Belnoue et al., 2016; Varkonyi et al., 2019,olds Lightfoot et al., 2013; Hallander et al., 2016 and in-plane wavi-ess Dodwell et al., 2019) which compromise the structural integrityf the as-manufactured component (Sutcliffe, 2013). A recent strategic
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government paper on Composite Strategy (Composites Leadership Fo-rum, 2016), highlights the need for the high-value manufacturingindustry to ‘reduce time, cost and risk to market through the use of validatedsimulation tools’. The industrial drive is to utilise simulation tools topredict and design-out defects, preventing long-development cycles,reducing time to market and increasing profitability.Various studies in the literature investigate the effect of processingparameters such as stacking sequence, cure time, and bagging config-uration on the quality of the final product of autoclave process (Wanget al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; Fernlund et al., 2002). Gutowski et al.(1987) observed from the experimental measurements of the defor-mation mechanism of the uncured fibre composites that the uncuredfibre-network can be modelled as a nonlinear anisotropic elastic ma-terial, leading to a one-dimensional compaction model for predictingvailable online 28 September 2020
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the transverse stiffness of the uncured unidirectional fibre bed. Later,Hubert et al. (1999) and Li and Tucker III (2002) used Gutowski’sapproach and developed a finite element formulation to simulate themultiple physical phenomena of resin flow, fibre bed consolidationand cure during a consolidation/autoclave manufacturing process ofcomposite laminates. Both papers assumed the fibre bed as a bi-phasicregion and developed one model for solid stress and another for resinpressure which are coupled together. Separately, Belnoue et al. (2016)developed a hyper-viscoelastic model for consolidation of prepregsmotivated from biological models of muscles (Limbert and Middleton,2004). Rather than modelling the coupled system of the resin flow andsolid state deformation, the effect of the resin is captured by includinga visco-elastic response of the solid material model. This model hasbeen extended to explore the influence of defects and differentialconsolidation (Belnoue et al., 2017, 2018; Varkonyi et al., 2019).
1.2. Higher order continuum models for composite manufacturing
A fundamental assumption of the above mentioned models is thatthe materials exhibit a characteristic length scale of the variations inthe stress field much greater than the size of a representative volumeof that material (Dodwell, 2015). For such cases, stresses may beconsidered uniform over that element, and homogenised propertiescan be rigorously derived as the length scale of the heterogeneityvanishes (Pavliotis and Stuart, 2008). Yet, by design, a compositematerial consists of stiff, finite size, elastic inclusions, within a rel-atively compliant resin matrix. In their uncured (pre-manufactured)state the contrast between fibre and matrix is very large. As a result,under a general deformation state the stress field varies over a lengthscale proportional to the fibres. In other words, the individual fibres(or a collection/bundle of them) to some degree deform and bendindependently, and with this carry localised bending moments. Theconsequence of not including the local contributions of fibres bendingis that the resulting bending mechanics become pathologically meshdependent when discretised. In particular this is highlighted by Liand Tucker III (2002). They observed the formation of wrinkles inthe corner radius of a thick composite part under consolidation. Yet,as shown in Li and Tucker III (2002, Fig. 7), they predicted wrinklewavelengths precisely equal to the finite element mesh size.Classically a number of approaches have been proposed whichenrich the continuum description to capture the internal bending me-chanics. Perhaps the most classical of which is the theory of theCosserat brothers (Cosserat and Cosserat, 1909). In a Cosserat continua,continuum models are enriched with three additional, independentrotational degrees-of-freedom. The spatial gradients of these rotationsgive internal curvature measures, which form work conjugates to theresulting internal bending moments. In the mathematical formulationthis requires equilibrium of not only forces, but also of bending mo-ments within any finite size volume (Dodwell, 2015, Eq. 6). Therefore,the connection between curvatures and bending moments per unitvolume introduces an internal ‘bending modulus’ to the material de-scription. Since this represents a bending stiffness per unit volume,such continuum models inherit a characteristic length into the threedimensional constitutive formulation.Experimental tests by the authors (Erland, 2017), characterised theelastic ‘bending stiffness’ of a single composite ply. Tests demonstratethe length dependency of the material parameters. Single plies ofthree different lengths were tested in a single cantilever (i.e. clamped–clamped) Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) setup. In each case, oneend of the ply is clamped and cyclically displaced whilst the other isclamped and fixed. The load is recorded over a sweep of increasingtemperatures and using standard DMA analysis a temperature depen-dent elastic storage modulus for the material is obtained. The output ofthese experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The results clearly show a lengthdependent material modulus which is counter intuitive. The key pointis that if this characteristic length and internal bending mechanic is
2Fig. 1. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) experiment results showing a length de-pendency material storage modulus, inset shows experimental setup with 𝐿 representingsample length and 𝑤 vertical deformation of sample.
not included, the choice of material parameters will become dependenton the mesh (or length of sample). This renders a mesh convergencestudy meaningless, and the parametrisation of a model is intricatelycoupled to the discretisation. This pathological mesh dependence formaterials with internal length scales is well documented in other fields,most notability in modelling of shear bands, kink bands and folding oflayered and granular media (Forest, 1998; Forest et al., 2000; Tejchmanand Wu, 1993; Adhikary and Dyskin, 1997; Mühlhaus et al., 2002;Froiio et al., 2006; Hunt et al., 2013; Bigoni and Gourgiotis, 2016).
1.3. The contribution of this paper
Whilst there is an increasing realisation that higher-order mechanicsshould play an integral role in composite process modelling, the uptakehas been relatively slow. The authors in part believe this is becauseexisting studies in the literature are mainly mathematical (Spencerand Soldatos, 2007; Dodwell, 2015), rather than considering the prac-tical challenges of developing and implementing models for real 3Dmanufacturing processes. For example, Spencer and Soldatos (2007)developed a model for fibre-composites by incorporating the fibrebending stiffness effect through a new strain–energy functional depen-dent on the gradient of the fibre direction. Yet, this contribution didnot develop a higher order finite element discretisation to performnumerical simulations for general three-dimensional cases. Moreover, itwas benchmarked for only significantly simplified analytical cases. Theother researchers such as Belnoue and Hallett (2020) and Sachs andAkkerman (2017) also explained about the importance of bending be-haviour of single/stack of plies during the composite forming process.They presented different methods to characterise this behaviour andimplemented this effect though the constitutive model of the composite.Dodwell (2015), developed a weakly nonlinear Cosserat model at thelaminate scale (multiple plies), which demonstrated its suitability forefficiently capturing the formation of wrinkling defects. However, thematerial formulation was simplified to a small strain, elasto-plastic be-haviour, and therefore not directly applicable to the large deformationsobserved under forming and consolidation processes. Most recently,Madeo et al. (2015), Boisse et al. (2018b) and Boisse et al. (2018a)have proposed adding local fibre bending stiffness to the finite elementmodel of textile composites. The approach results in a second-gradientconstitutive law for forming of thin woven textile composites embeddedwithin a shell element. Whilst there are clear connections between theapproach presented in this paper and of the approaches of Madeo et al.(2015) and Boisse et al. (2018b), their shell element formulation has







uureduced applications in cases which either undergo significant through-thickness compaction, or seek to model the complex poro-mechanicsmechanism of flowing resin, cure and temperature redistribution.In this contribution we addresses some of the limitations in theliterature:
• The paper derives a full 3D large deformation Cosserat modelfor an uncured composite material. The model which builds ona constrained Cosserat theory, is designed in a way that it can beadded to the strain energy functional of any composite processmodel within the literature, for example Belnoue et al. (2016) or,as in this paper, the model proposed by Li and Tucker III (2002)based on the seminal work by Gutowski et al. (1987).
• This paper provides details of a practical implementation withinthe commercial finite element software Abaqus (Abaqus, 2014).This is achieve by developing a user defined element (UEL)(Section 3). In particular we design a Taylor-Hood, hexahedralfinite element with an appropriate integration scheme, to ensureinterpolation of the new Cosserat degrees of freedom and theresulting finite elements are both consistent and stable.
• The resulting class of novel finite deformation Cosserat model forcomposite processing modelling is demonstrated, parametrisedand validated with four examples of increasing complexity (Sec-tions 4 and 5). In these studies we consider both forming and con-solidation based processes. Each study aims to highlight particularaspects which the new formulation overcomes. In particular, thenew formulation demonstrates no pathological mesh dependencyin predicting the bending and internal wrinkling mechanics of anuncured composite layer.
2. A finite deformation Cosserat continuum model for uncuredcomposite materials
In this section we describe the new finite deformation Cosseratcontinuum model for elastic response of an uncured composite materialduring general manufacturing processes.
2.1. Preliminaries: Finite deformation models for composite process mod-elling
Large deformation composite process models are primarily splitbetween two approaches. The first proposed by Li and Tucker III(2002), models the composite as a poro-elastic medium coupled withthermo-chemical equations to describe the curing process of the resin.In this case the model accounts for the interaction between resinflow, described by Darcy’s law, and the consolidation of a hyper-elastic fibrous bed. Alternatively, Belnoue et al. (2016), model theuncured composite as a large deformation visco-elastic material, whichis coupled to a similar thermo-chemical equation. This visco-elasticbehaviour and the bending effect in continuous fibre reinforced ther-moplastic composites is comprehensively characterised and assessedby Ropers et al. through DMA and proposed rheometer-based bendingexperiments (Ropers et al., 2016). Independent of this choice, bothapproaches neglect the bending effects of fibres, and the results ofboth demonstrate the dependence of results to the mesh sizes. In thiscontribution we describe how the hyper-elastic formulation of the fibrebed of either of such models can be adapted to overcome this scientificchallenge. Since this does not effect the formulation of the resin partof the models we focus solely on the elastic effects. A discussion of theextension to account for all relevant physics (flow, cure kinetics andtemperature) is given in Section 6.Consider the material coordinates in the reference configurationas 𝐗 ∈ 𝛺0 and the spatial coordinates in the current (deformed)configuration as 𝐱 ∈ 𝛺 then 𝐱 = 𝐗 + 𝐮, where 𝐮 is the displacementector. Furthermore, 𝐅 = 𝜕𝐱∕𝜕𝐗 describes the deformation gradient
T3
tensor and 𝐂 = 𝐅 𝐅 the Cauchy–Green tensor. Li and Tucker III (2002) hassumed that the solid stress depends on material deformation 𝐂 andthe fibre direction in the reference configuration 𝐞0, and propose thestrain energy functional
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This energy functional comes with additional model parameters: 𝐴𝑠 aspring constant, 𝜙𝑎 is the maximum possible fibre volume fraction and
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The derivation of these terms is included within Appendix.
2.2. The inclusion of higher-order bending effects within a composite processmodel




To capture the internal, independent bending of the fibres the strainenergy functional can be supplemented with an additional term, so that
𝑊 = 𝑊0(L) +
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⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (6)Where in addition to the parameters already defined in (1), 𝛽 is aaterial parameter which captures the internal bending stiffness. Thedjacent term, 𝐼6, is an invariant in terms of the fibre curvature withrespect to the original fibre direction 𝐞0.
Remark. The equation for 𝑊 (6) defines an energy density. 𝑊 there-fore has units of 𝑁𝑚 per volume, i.e. 𝑁∕𝑚2. Since 𝛬 is a curvature, withnits of 1∕𝑚, this implies that the Cosserat bending stiffness 𝛽, has thenits 𝑁 . Like any bending stiffness (e.g. that of a beam) the parameteras encoded in it some intrinsic internal length scale.













































































































































































3. Large deformation, finite strain finite element implementationin Abaqus
In this section we provide details of the finite element procedurewe have implemented and used in the numerical test cases presented4in Sections 4 and 5. The starting point is the derivation of the weakformulation of the Cosserat model, followed by the finite dimensionaldiscretisation using the finite element method and finally the practicalimplementation details within the commercial package Abaqus (Abaqus,2014).
3.1. Weak formulation
The starting point is to apply the principle of virtual work to derivethe weak formulation of the Cosserat Continuum model by findingstationary states of the total potential energy of the system in thecurrent (or deformed) configuration, V = W − P (strain energy minuswork done by loads/moments). In order to obtain the week statementof the static equilibrium of the body, we use the virtual work equationaccording to Fedorova et al. (2016) and Bonet and Wood (1997) byassuming 𝛿𝐯 as an arbitrary virtual velocity and 𝛿𝝎 as an arbitraryvirtual spin vector:
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= ∫𝛺0 𝐷𝜇[𝜃] ∶ ∇0𝛿𝜔𝐅










[𝜃] = ∫𝛺0 ∇0𝜃 ∶ C𝐦 ∶ ∇0𝛿𝜔𝐅



















[𝜽] = ∫𝛺0 ∇0𝜃 ∶ C𝐦 ∶ ∇0𝛿𝜔𝐅
−1d𝐗. (19)
The derivation of the weak form for the Neumann boundary conditions(𝛿P), and the resulting finite element discretisation, is given explicitlyby Bonet and Wood (1997, Eq. 6.23). We avoid repeating that formu-lation here since within our implementation in Abaqus (Abaqus, 2014)these terms are not required, and boundary conditions are implementedin an alternative way. Further details are provided in Section 3.2.Finally, it remains to formulate the Cosserat constraint (7) in a largedeformation Lagrangian framework
𝝎 − 1
2
𝝐∇𝐯 = 0. (20)
This Cosserat constraint could be imposed in a number of ways, theclassical way using Lagrange multipliers resulting in a classical saddlepoint problem. In this contribution, due to implementation constraintsin the commercial package Abaqus (Abaqus, 2014) a simpler penaltymethod is used. To implement this penalty approach, we add an addi-tional term to the strain energy function which penalises differencesin the constraint over the domain in the 𝐿2 norm. Therefore, theaugmented energy is defined Ŵ =W+W𝑐 , where the virtual constraintenergy 𝛿W𝑐 in the initial configuration is












d𝐗 = 0 (21)
the above form then is extended, and since 𝜕𝛿𝑣 and 𝜕𝛿𝜔 are indepen-dent and arbitrary, we obtain two conditions
𝐾𝑐 ∫𝑉
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d𝐗 = 0. (23)
3.2. Finite element formulation and implementation in Abaqus
In this section, we describe the implementation of the constrainedCosserat continuum model using the finite element method in Abaqus.The undeformed domain 𝛺0 is discretised into a conforming finiteelement grid Tℎ. To implement within Abaqus, a User Defined Element(UEL) is written. Internally, Abaqus assembles the global matrices andresiduals, and the system of nonlinear equations are solved using aNewton scheme. To implement the UEL, the user requires to assemblethe element stiffness matrices and residuals on each element 𝜏 ∈











Here 𝐮(𝑖)𝜏 and 𝜽(𝑖)𝜏 give the nodal displacements and rotations (in localnumbering) on a given element 𝜏 ∈ Tℎ. In this contribution thedisplacement degrees of freedom are interpolated across each elementwith 20-node serendipity (quadratic) shape functions 𝐍(𝑖)(𝐱), whilst
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𝑢Fig. 2. 3D Cosserat finite element in their reference frame. All Cosserat rotations areinterpolated with linear shape functions, whilst displacements with quadratic functions.This ensures consistency when imposing Cosserat constraint conditions (20).







Where 𝐊𝑢𝑢 is the stiffness contribution from the classical Li & Tuckermodel (Li and Tucker III, 2002) as given by (16), 𝐊𝜃𝜃 is the sub-matrix arising from additional Cosserat bending terms defined by (19)and finally 𝐊𝑐 are the finite element representation of the constraintEqs. (22) and (23). The element residual of internal forces and momentsis therefore the action of 𝐊𝜏 on the solution vector for that element. Itshould be noted that boundary conditions are not implemented withthe residual defined within the UEL. In a general finite element imple-mentation they would be, yet in Abaqus, the simplest way to implementboundary conditions is to introduce ‘ghost elements’ which overlaythe Cosserat elements. The ‘ghost elements’ are assigned near zerostiffness properties, and the nodes are constrained/tied to the nodes ofthe Cosserat elements. This way boundary conditions are implemented,as in any other Abaqus simulation. Furthermore, it becomes simple toimplement standard contact algorithms available in Abaqus (importantfor forming simulations as shown in results) by using this approach.This simple work around also provides a means to visualise the solutionafterwards, where visualising UEL’s is not directly possible.









nsflfbpeaatTable 1Material parameters used in the simulations.
𝐸𝑠 𝐺 𝐾 𝜙0 𝜙𝑎 𝐴𝑠 𝐺0 𝛽 𝐾𝑐
200 GPa 1 MPa 1 MPa 0.5 0.75 0.8 MPa 0.3 MPa 1 2𝑒12
4. Benchmark examples for Cosserat formulation
This section demonstrates the new finite deformation Cosseratmodel for a series of increasingly complex examples. This proposeduser-defined element is only used in complex three-dimensional anal-ysis after performing careful tests for simple deformation scenariosincluding pure compression, tension and shear as well as observing theperformance of this element under rigid body motion and rotation. Thisstates that the balance laws are invariant under superposed rigid-bodyrotations. The results in this section, demonstrate the ability to capturethe length dependency in the mechanics of uncured composites underbending and internal buckling deformations.
4.1. Bending mechanics of a single composite ply
The first example revisits the experimental tests which motivatedthis study, as presented in Fig. 1. To re-cap, the output shows thestorage modulus (an elastic material constant) derived from a Dy-namical Mechanical Analysis tested on a single ply. In this test, arectangular sample is held as a cantilever, clamped at both ends withfibres running along the sample. A cyclic vertical deflection is imposedon the sample, whilst the vertical force required is recorded. The setupis shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Samples are mounted with quick curingpolyurethane tabs to ensure the boundary conditions are maintainedduring a test. The polyurethane is demoldable within 30 minutes andmixed with milled carbon fibre to ensure it is sufficiently stiff andthermally stable. The sample length 𝓁 is measured between the pointsat which the carbon fibre sample enters the resin tab. The free-endis vertically displaced by 𝑤 = 𝑤max sin(𝜔𝑡) and the required cyclicforce 𝑃 = 𝑃max sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿) where the force lags a time 𝛿 behind thedisplacement due to the viscous effects. Therefore, the rate-independentor elastic part of the force is the in-phase contribution given by 𝑃𝑒 =
𝑃max cos 𝛿 sin(𝜔𝑡).A three-dimensional model of the DMA setup is constructed inbaqus. The ply is modelled using the new Cosserat finite element ashe user-defined elements (UEL) on the ply geometry before apply-ng the same displacement and rotational boundary conditions as thexperimental test (clamped–clamped and vertical displacement at onend). To investigate the effect of length on the bending mechanics ofncured ply samples, experimental tests (using AS4-8552 compositeaterial) and numerical simulations with three samples of differentengths (𝓁1 = 15.13 mm, 𝓁2 = 10.65 mm, and 𝓁3 = 5.32 mm) areerformed. For the numerical simulations, the single-ply is discretisedy approximately square elements in the plane, 13 across the width,hilst 4 through-thickness. This gives 1976, 1404, and 676 user-definedosserat elements for samples of lengths 15.13 mm, 10.65 mm, and.32 mm respectively. Material parameters for AS4-8852 are takenrom other studies as provided in Erland et al. (2015) and Erland2017), and are summarised in Table 1. This study seeks to find auitable value of 𝛽, the Cosserat bending stiffness, which shows the newodel formulation captures the experimental results accurately.To make a comparison, the DMA output for the storage modulus,hich assumes simple bending theory, is considered. Here the storageodulus is 𝐸 = 𝑃max cos 𝛿𝓁3∕3𝐼𝑤max where 𝓁 is the length, 𝐼 thesecond moment of area and tan 𝛿 the dissipation factor describinghow viscous the material response is. The value 𝑃max cos 𝛿, as givenby the experiment, is the elastic component of the force required toproduce a deformation 𝑤max at one end. Since the computational modelccounts for the purely elastic response of a composite ply, this term
6
cFig. 3. Plot Cosserat bending stiffness 𝛽 against maximum absolute error (%) 𝑒(𝛽).
s equivalent to the vertical reactive load 𝑅 which can be calculatedrom the numerical simulations. From the numerical simulations, foromparison, an approximation of storage modulus ?̂?(𝓁𝑖) = 𝑅𝓁3𝑖 ∕3𝐼𝑤maxan be calculated. Whilst it is clear that the assumption of simple bend-ng theory is wrong, since if valid the storage modulus of the materialould be independent of sample length, the quantity ?̂? provides aimple metric by which the outputs from simulations and experimentsan be compared.To make this comparison the storage modulus from the simulations
̂ (𝓁𝑖, 𝛽) are calculated for a range of values of 𝛽 ∈ [0, 10] and eachample length 𝓁𝑖. For each 𝛽 the maximum absolute error 𝑒(𝛽) over allamples is calculated, given by
(𝛽) = max
𝑖
|||𝐸(𝓁𝑖) − ?̂?(𝓁𝑖, 𝛽)||| . (26)o account for experimental measurement uncertainty, a 1D Gaussianrocess with a squared exponential kernel and free length scale pa-ameter is fitted to the simulation/experiment comparison data. Fig. 3hows the predict trend, confidence bounds and simulation outputs ofagainst 𝑒(𝛽). The results show that for a value 𝛽 ≈ 1.2N minimiseshe maximum absolute error between simulations and the experimentalata set. This result highlights the new Cosserat formulation accuratelyaptures the length dependency demonstrated by the experiments,chieving a small error percentage of < 5%. This error is withinhe expected tolerance/variability of experimental measurements andould be refined further optimising other parameters in the model.or a non-Cosserat formulation, the error is significant (> 30%), yetaturally this measure would increase further with more experiments ofifferent length scales since the model’s inability of capture the lengthependency.This numerical test also highlights another important aspect of theew Cosserat formulation. With the same setup a mesh convergencetudy for a single DMA sample of length 𝓁 = 5.32 mm is performedor a Cosserat simulation with 𝛽 = 1N and the non-Cosserat formu-ation. Fig. 4 demonstrates the superior converge rate of the Cosseratinite element solutions. This is expected, and represents the differenceetween quadratic (non-Cosserat) and cubic (Cosserat) converge. Im-ortantly in larger scale manufacturing simulation, a single Cosseratlement can be effectively used per ply/layer, because of the ability toccurately account for the bending response of the material. Thereforegiven error, the superior converge properties of the element, meanhat the additional Cosserat freedom (24 per element) are worth theomputational investment.
Mechanics of Materials 151 (2020) 103611A.H. Sakhaei et al.Fig. 4. A comparison showing the rate of superior rate of convergence of the Cosseratformula for DMA bending scenario over refinement of a standard quadratic element.
4.2. Internal fibre waviness/buckling
In the original composite process models, for example Li andTucker III (2002), the mechanical response to compression and tensionof a ply in the fibre direction was consider to be very stiff (propor-tional to the fibre stiffness) and symmetric (same in compression andtension). In practice whilst the tensile stiffness of ply in very high, ifloaded in compression the fibres would become quickly buckle andcausing the fibre waviness. Hence the response in compression andtension in practise is not symmetric. In this section, it is demonstratedhow the Cosserat formulation accounts for this mechanics, where theoriginal formulations fails, leading to pathological mesh dependent ofthe resulting waviness profiles.In this numerical example, a single ply of composite is model whichoccupies the undeformed domain 𝛺0 = 40 × 8 × 20 mm, the domainis discretised into 10 × 5 × 4 Cosserat elements. The same materialparameters are used as the previous section with 𝛽 = 1. The singleply, as shown in Fig. 5 is constrained with the following boundaryconditions⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
𝑢𝑥 = 0, 𝜃𝑥 = 0
𝑢𝑦 = 0, 𝜃𝑦 = 0
𝑢𝑧 = 0, 𝜃𝑧 = 0
at 𝑥 = 0 and
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
𝑢𝑥 = −𝛥(𝑡), 𝜃𝑥 = 0
𝑢𝑦 = 0, 𝜃𝑦 = 0
𝑢𝑧 = 0, 𝜃𝑧 = 0
at 𝑥 = 𝐿 (27)
𝑢𝑦 = 0, 𝜃𝑥 = 0 𝜃𝑧 = 0 at 𝑦 = 0 and 𝑦 = ℎ
𝑢𝑧 = 0, 𝜃𝑥 = 0 𝜃𝑦 = 0 at 𝑧 = 0 and 𝑧 = 𝑏.These boundary conditions incrementally loads the ply in the fibredirection through a controlled displacement boundary condition.Fig. 5 shows the load against strain response, as an internal wrin-kling or buckling develops within constrained composite material whensubjected to a compressive strain. The results show the response for
𝛽 = 0 (Non-Cosserat) and 𝛽 = 1. Both responses show a clearbifurcation/instability from a common fundamental compressive path(as highlighted by a dash response line). The clear difference betweenthe two cases is the wavelength of the developed wrinkle. For the non-Cosserat formulation the wavelength complete coupled the mesh size,yet for 𝛽 = 1 the introduction of a bending energy into the strain energyfunctional, means the profile develops are wavelength. This wavelength7
is independent of the mesh size.The simulations are solutions of a complex nonlinear finite elementscheme. To understand the mechanics behind the internal wrinkling,and the reasons for the mesh dependent wrinkle profiles observed in thenon-Cosserat formulation, a simpler continuum model can be analysed.In this vein, a plane strain (𝑥, 𝑧) section of a fibrous layer is consideredof length 𝐿 and height 𝐻 . For simplicity of analysis, it is assumed allfibres align in the 𝑥 direction, and the medium is in effect inextensiblein 𝑥. The laminate is subject to a state of initial stress 𝜎11 = −𝜆.Incremental displacements 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑧) in the 𝑧-direction away from the pre-stress state, give increments in stresses 𝑠𝑖𝑗 = 𝛥𝜎𝑖𝑗 and stress-couples
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To simplify the calculations we assume the incremental vertical dis-placement has the separable form









+ (𝜆 − ?̂?)𝑑
2𝑊
𝑑𝑥2
+ 𝑘𝑊 = 0 (32)
where 𝑘 = ?̂?𝜋2∕𝐻2. Inserting the general solution 𝑊 (𝑥) = 𝑄 cos𝜔𝑥, acharacteristic equation is derived
2𝑏𝜔2 = (𝜆 − ?̂?) ±
√
(𝜆 − ?̂?)2 − 4𝑘𝑏 (33)
The Eq. (33) represent a curve in the (𝜔, 𝜆) plane, which obtains aminimum at the critical load value
𝜆𝑐 = 2
√
𝑘𝑏 + ?̂?. (34)













Therefore the general form of the wrinkle at initiation is









, for 𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝐿] and 𝑧 ∈ [0,𝐻].
The important observation in this paper is the relationship between
𝑏 and 𝜉𝑐 . As 𝑏 → 0, equivalent to 𝛽 → 0 in the fully-nonlinearCosserat formulation, then the half-wavelength of the wrinkle 𝜉𝑐 →
0 as well. This is why, in the non-Cosserat formulation, the finiteelement solution attempts to replicate a wrinkle with infinitely smallwavelength. With this, as the mesh is refined, the approximation onthe finite element grid reduces accordingly, demonstrating a solution
Mechanics of Materials 151 (2020) 103611A.H. Sakhaei et al.Fig. 5. Axial load against 𝜇-strain curves for internal wrinkle for 𝛽 = 0 (non-Cosserat) and 𝛽 = 1. Inset plots shows, wrinkle profiles (scaled up) at 200 𝜇-strain. Importantlynon-Cosserat solution, shows wavelength equal to mesh size, demonstrating clear mesh dependence.
with a wrinkle wavelength exactly matching the mesh . This is preciselywhat is observed in the solutions demonstrated by Li and Tucker III(2002, Fig. 10). With finite 𝑏 > 0, a well-defined wrinkle wavelength isobserved independent of the mesh size.
5. Composite manufacturing processes : Forming and consolida-tion
In this section, we present the application of the Cosserat modelfor two, small-scale manufacturing based scenarios of forming andconsolidation examples. The results aim to demonstrate the capabilityof the new approach to model industry relevant cases. The scaling upof simulations to full scale components and manufacturing processes isdiscussed in Section 6.
5.1. Forming of L-shaped coupon
This example demonstrates the capability the new Cosserat elementin Abaqus has to model a typical forming process. In doing so, variouscomplex modelling challenges are introduced, including finite rotationsand contact conditions between adjacent plies and with a tool surface.The simulation considers the forming of a L-shaped coupon over arigid tool, for which the general setup and results are shown in Fig. 6.The rigid tool has a corner radius of 2.5 mm and is modelled by
200 linear, rigid, quadrilateral elements of type R3D4 in Abaqus. Thethree-dimensional deformable part is a block of 8 × 2 × 0.625 mmdimension, and consists of three composite plies which are connectedtogether with cohesive elements. Each ply is 0.2 mm thickness, andmodelled by 56 user-defined Cosserat elements and accompanied by
56 quadratic hexahedral ghost elements of type C3D20. As highlightedabove these are included for visualisation and implementation of con-tact algorithms. The material behaviour of the composite plies is thesame as the problems in Section 4, and the initial fibre direction is alongthe length of the composite (forming around the corner). Each cohesivelayer connecting the adjacent plies together has thickness of 0.0125 mmand is modelled using 224 linear 8-nodes hexahedral elements of type
COH3D8 in Abaqus. The stiffness of cohesive material is 1 GPa in thenormal direction to ply surface, while it is very compliant in shearwith stiffness 0.1 MPa. The suggested value is inline with inter-ply shearexperiments carried out by the authors (Erland et al., 2015). One end of8the composite part is then fixed in all the directions, 1 atmos is appliedto the top surface and the surface-to-surface frictionless contact wasassumed at the interface between the bottom surface of composite andrigid tool surface.Fig. 6 shows the forming solution in undeformed and deformedcoordinates. The new higher-order Cosserat finite element has theability to simulate the large deformation and rotation of the compositeforming process. Qualitatively, the solutions clearly demonstrating thebook-ending effect as expected (Dodwell, 2015). Future work willconsider the upscaling of these simulations to large scale manufactur-ing processes, and with that validation against experimental formingdemonstrators, each of which would be publications in their own right.
5.2. Large deformation consolidation of a corner radius
In this section, the three-dimensional Cosserat model is used tosimulate the consolidation behaviour of composite laminates under thepressure from the autoclave process. The simulations use the samegeometry that Li and Tucker used in their study (Li and Tucker III,2002). The geometry of the consolidation case includes a 90◦ corner,as demonstrated in the results, Fig. 7. The initial configuration of thelaminates is made form 24 plies with total thickness of 5.076 mm,each ply 0.2 mm thick and each cohesive layer 0.012 mm thick. Theradius of the tool corner is 5 mm, and the length of the limb region is
50 mm. Material properties are taken to be the same as the previoussections (Table 1). In this study we demonstrate the flexibility ofthe ABAQUS model to investigate different stacking sequences, andtherefore the simulations consider three different stacking sequenceswhich are summarised in Table 2. In this case 90◦ plies run around thecorner, 0◦ into the page and the normal directions is in the laminatestacking direction outwards from the internal radius of the (male) tool.To simplify the example half the consolidated corner is modelledby apply symmetric boundary conditions at the apex of the corner.At the interface between the laminate and the tool surface , slidingboundary conditions are implemented. An autoclave pressure is appliedon the outer side of the laminates surface, which is linearly rampedfrom 0 to 0.5 MPa (5 bar). At the free end a no-pressure (homogeneousNeumann) boundary is applied on end of the laminate. The completemodel consists of 2392 linear hexahedral elements of type COH3D8 forthe cohesive layers, 624 user-defined Cosserat elements and a matching
Mechanics of Materials 151 (2020) 103611A.H. Sakhaei et al.Fig. 6. Deformed configuration of bending the three-layer composite stack over 90 degree corner, (a) three dimensional view, and (b) side view.Fig. 7. Consolidation profiles for three different stacking sequences as presented in Table 2. Stacking sequence shows clear effect on the shear profile (‘book-ending’) for eachcase. Cosserat FEM formulation, displays no mesh dependent instabilities as presented in results for Li and Tucker III (2002).
Table 2Three symmetric, 24 ply, quasi-isotropic stacking sequences consider in consolidationsimulations (◦ = 0◦, ∙ = 90◦, + = 45◦ and − = −45◦).ID Stacking sequence
1 +∕ − ∕ + ∕ − ∕ + ∕ − ∕◦∕ ∙ ∕◦∕ ∙ ∕◦∕ ∙ ∕ ∙ ∕◦∕ ∙ ∕◦∕ ∙ ∕◦∕ − ∕ + ∕ − ∕ + ∕ − ∕+2 +∕◦∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ + ∕◦∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ + ∕◦∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕◦∕ + ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕◦∕ + ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕◦∕+3 +∕◦∕ + ∕◦∕ + ∕◦∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕ ∙ ∕ − ∕◦∕ + ∕◦∕ + ∕◦∕+
624 quadratic hexahedral ghost elements of type C3D20. Each ply ismodelled with a single 3D Cosserat element, as shown in Fig. 2, throughthickness and approximately square in-plane. In total, a simulation has3052 elements (with 54k degrees of freedom).Fig. 7 shows the consolidation profiles of each of the three stackingsequences. In general the response is similar, we observe consolidationof approximately 18% around the corner radius, which increases to asmuch as 35% at the free edge. An interesting observation is that inthe Li and Tucker III (2002) paper ‘wiggles’ are observed in the cornerregion under a similar consolidation process. They suggest that it isdue to the generation of wrinkles in the fibrous laminates, similar tothe internal wrinkling mechanics reported in Section 4.2. However, asthey report, the wrinkles dependent (and exactly the size) of the mesh.Using the regularised Cosserat formulation introduced in this paper, nosuch mesh dependent wrinkles are observed, which is what one wouldexpect physically in a relatively thin laminate consolidation setup.
6. Conclusions and further avenues for research
This paper presents a new three dimensional, finite deformationCosserat continuum model for uncured carbon fibre composites. Theresulting continuum model captures the bending contributions of stiffcarbon fibres at the microscale within the continuum description of theproblem. The paper demonstrates the inclusion of such mechanics isessential in order to accurately model various bending responses of the
9material during typical manufacturing processes. This includes largedeformation forming, finite strain consolidation and wrinkling (theformation of an unwanted defect). If such mechanics are not included atthe macroscale, the literature demonstrates the resulting finite elementsolutions have a pathological dependence on the mesh size, requiringresearchers to fit mesh dependent material parameters, which limitsconfidence in their predictive capabilities.To include the effect of fibre bending stiffness in the ply levelmaterial behaviour, a new anisotropic hyperelastic continuum modelfor the material which includes a higher-order term dependent on thecurvature of the material in the fibre direction is developed. With thisa higher-order, Taylor-Hood Cosserat finite element is introduced, andimplemented within the commercial code Abaqus as a new User-DefinedElement (UEL) (and material model embedded within it). This will bemade available on request to the authors.The paper then considers a series of simulations to demonstrateand validate the new mechanics of the Cosserat element. Firstly, sim-ulations are compared with Dynamical Mechanical Analysis tests ofthe material to experimentally fit the new Cosserat bending stiffness
𝛽. The Cosserat model then demonstrates the ability to capture fibrewrinkling mechanics under axial compression of the fibrous material,without dependence on the finite element mesh. Finally, by implement-ing the model within Abaqus and few implementation tricks (describedabove) the new modelling framework can readily utilise more generalmodelling capabilities which include complex geometry, boundary con-ditions, cohesive ply-to-ply slip and non-local contact. This additionalflexible enables the paper to demonstrates two small-scale manufactur-ing test cases (i) forming of an L-shape sample and (ii) consolidationof an external radius. It is worth mentioning that the users of thismodel should provide special attention to define the contact approachand defining the mesh size for the contact region as using quadraticelement might cause special problems in Abaqus in some cases withthe node-to-surface formulation. This problem is due to generation












Cof an ambiguous force on the corner nodes on the face of second-order element without midface node. This is sometimes automaticallysolved by Abaqus by converting the three-dimensional second-orderelements into the elements with midface nodes. However, when this isnot possible, the user should specify a penalty or augmented Lagrangeconstraint enforcement method to approximate this behaviour.The final results, which demonstrate the potential to model realmanufacturing processes, open new fruitful (both theoretical and ap-plied) research to increase their applicability within the compositeindustry and in general other research fields (e.g. geoscience). Theauthors see three areas of mid-term development of the work presentedin this paper:
• Scaling up to large components. The formulation presented stillmodels an individual ply. As a results simulations quickly becomecomputationally expensive, since the thickness of an individuallayer (∼ 0.2 mm) is so much smaller than even a moderatecomposite component. Therefore, a natural area to extend thework presented in this paper is to upscale the Cosserat element,to define a laminate scale (multiple plies) formulation. In a sim-plified small strain setting this has been demonstrated by oneof the authors (Dodwell, 2015). Here, a simple approach worthyof investigation is to use a basic upscaling scheme, akin to thatused in multiple composite elements for cured stress analysis. Insimple terms, integration points are placed at locations of pliesinternal to that element, and the results macroscale element hasthe approximate average stiffness at the macroscale. This basicapproach will come with approximation errors, and its validityas a method will depend on how well the modes of deformationof the stack are captured by a single higher-order element at themacroscale.
• Flexibility to add additional physics from other models inthe literature. A key aspect of the modelling approach is theCosserat component is a single additive term to the strain energyfunctional alongside a quadratic constraint term. Therefore it’sformulation, whilst demonstrate with Li and Tucker III (2002)choice of anisotropic model could be adopted by other models.This includes adding the important effects of resin fusion, curekinetics and temperature distribution.
• Industry-focused toolbox in Abaqus — Cae. Since the 1960sCosserat models have periodically re-appeared in various aca-demic fields, most notably in geomechanics Adhikary and Dyskin(1997) and Mühlhaus et al. (2002). However, often they haveobtained little traction long term, except for in more academicmodelling contributions. The authors believe the reason for thisis the lack of availability of implementations within commercialfinite element packages like Abaqus. Therefore large upfront in-vestment is required by a research group to implement their owncode. This paper overcomes many of these hurdles, by providingdetails (and code on request) of the required Abaqus user-definedelement UEL. Ongoing work is further increasing the usability ofthe new model, by embedding the Cosserat element as a toolboxwith Abaqus-CAE. This will remove the need of engineering usersto detail with the Fortran code directly.
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uring AI Fellowship, UK (2TAFFP\100007).ppendix. Detailed calculations for finite strains Cosserat mate-ial model for uncured composites
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and C𝐦 = 𝜕2𝑊𝜕Λ𝜕Λ . (37)The first derivative of strain energy function with respect to 𝐂 and













































































































































Furthermore by replacing the Eqs. (40) and (41) in (36), the 𝝈𝑠𝑦𝑚, and
























































m = 2𝛽 F (𝛬 e0e0)F . (43)𝑖𝑗 𝐽 𝑖𝑚 𝑚𝑘 𝑘 𝑛 𝑗𝑛
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